
NEW YEAR NEW YOU 2020 
Online Personal Development Program 
Duration: 4 Weeks 
With Hali Love and Rhoni Straub 

A Power Guide Through The 6 Areas of Life. 
 

Now Is The Time To Get Powerful And Stay Powerful 
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Love  
Health 
Wealth  
Self Image 
Career 
Creation
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“True power is the 
ability to bring 

awareness to, and 
create a balance 

within all areas of 
life. It is only when 

we examine all parts 
are we able to create 
sustainable change.” 

- Hali Love 

Congratulations   


For your commitment to create a new, even more powerful you!  Your program includes: 

• Your PDF Booklet; which is this booklet.  Please read your entire PDF booklet prior to 
beginning the program.


• Twenty Eight Days (4 weeks) of Daily Journal Questions


• Weekly Worksheets, to be completed and submitted to newme@gmail.com, at the end of 
each week


• Your 2 Weekly Meditations (8 total)


• New Year / New You Forum Access


You also receive: 

• A Weekly Coaching / Check In Call


• Unlimited E Support; through halilove@me.com


• Your Custom End of The Program Recorded Meditation; which will be recorded and uploaded 
to our website, at which time the link will become available to you.




Let’s begin the wonderful journey to the new you!   

Most would agree that the ultimate success is feeling satisfied within all areas of life.  Pause for 
a moment and think about the people you know.  Some may be very successful in the area of 
love, but lack in the area of wealth.  Some may appear to very healthy physically, but lack in the 
area of emotional balance.  Some may have a successful career, but lack in their time with their 
family.  


This program is about first examining all of the areas of your life to create a macro-picture of 
your entire existence.  Once you discover where you are in each area of life, you will evaluate 
each area with simple awareness tools and create goals and commitments for each area of life.  


Welcome to the beginning of your NEW YOU evolution! 
Get ready to achieve change and sustainable results.   
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The 6 Areas of Life 










LOVE is your relationships.  When we examine this area, think about your active relationships, 
the people you come into contact with on a regular basis (or have a lack of contact with, where 
the lack doesn’t feel right).  This will include close family members, your spouse/partner, 
coworkers and friends.


HEALTH consists of the health in all areas of your existence: physical health - which is your 
tangible physical body.  Mental - which is the health of your mind and thoughts.  Emotional 
health encompasses the responsible expression and balance of the 6 human emotions: joy, 
fear, discontentment, anger, sadness and contentment.  Energetic health consists of your vibe; 
both the vibe you emit, and the vibes you receive, as well as the ability to create energetic 
boundaries.  Intellectual health is all about your new knowledge; this is similar to mental 
(thoughts), although it is only about NEW thoughts.  Lastly, spiritual health. Spiritual is self-
defined and unique to each individual.  Some define it as their connection to their chosen God 
or Deity, or a connection to universal energy, others simply describe it as their intuition. 
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Love Health Wealth

Self Image Career Creation



WEALTH is your finances.  How you save your money, how you invest your money, and how you 
spend your money.  During this section, you will take a look at your finances and create a 
budget and a goal (or goals) to save and or, invest your money, or plan to make more money.


SELF IMAGE is the view you have of your self within all of the 6 Bodies as described herein.


CAREER is your employment and what you do as a day to day “job”.  Career can be different 
than wealth. For instance, a stay at home mom may earn money through maternity leave, or be 
supported by their spouse, but their career is a mother (whose work is 24/7!).


CREATION is what you want to create regarding your passions, hobbies and activities.  This can 
be what you like to do for fun.  Some examples of this are traveling to new places, doing yoga 
or a sports activity, knitting, dancing, joining a book club, doing art etc. 


Awareness Tools 
Throughout our many years of experience in the Personal Development World, we have 
collected and created a plethora of tools that we use on a daily basis in our trainings and 
coaching practices and programs.  For this program, we are going to look at 11 Awareness 
Tools that you will use to examine your 6 Areas of Life.  


You might be thinking, “Why 11? The number 11 is a Master Number which means that it 
resonates at an extremely high vibration. The number 1 represents leadership, optimism, 
positivity, and initiative. Master Number 11 multiplies these attributes to a higher power.  
Master Number 11 is associated with spiritual illumination and our own 'inner teacher’; which 
can be described as your intuition or spiritual body.


The tools are the actions that you can take to bring awareness to any part of your existence, or 
to any area of life.   Awareness is the very first step that is required to start the pathway to  
change and sustainable results. Without awareness, we revert back to our subconscious 
patterns.    In order to use these tools effectively, we must first take a pause, as at times, our 
patterns become so automatic that we are on auto-pilot. When the auto-pilot of patterns take 
over, we receive results that we do not want; our intentions are not delivered as intended, and 
chaos ensues.  
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The 11  Awareness Tools  

1. Meditation

2. The Three Intelligences

3. Intentionality 

4. Authentic Love

5. The 6 Bodies

6. The 6 Human Emotions

7. Thought Mapping and Retraining

8. Maintaining Your Emotional Garden

9. Creating Rituals

10. Energetic Cleansing

11. Feedback for Impact
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Please Remember 
We will take a deeper look at each tool, as set out below.  We ask that you please remember as 
you review each tool, it is perfectly ok to feel confused or resistant.  If confusion or resistance 
arises, take note of it and we will speak about it during your weekly coaching / check in call.    
Or you can email us about it, or post a note in our forum.  There is big learning for everyone 
when it comes to confusion and resistance, it simply means that there is more work and more 
learning to be explored; and we are more than happy to guide you and support you.


Meditation  
As aforementioned, we will begin to examine the 6 Areas of Life (6AOL) through a series of 
awareness tools, the first being Meditation.  Each week of this course includes 2 meditations. 
Each meditation is a mindful meditation that is less than 5 minutes.  The goal of each 
meditation is to connect you with a certain aspect of one of the areas of life, or to bring a 
deeper experience of an awareness tool.  Please remember to set yourself up for success for 
you meditation.  If you are not comfortable sitting cross legged, you are more than welcome to 
sit in a chair. If you sit in a chair, ensure that both of your feet are grounded.   If you are not 
comfortable sitting at all, you can lay down with the appropriate support to ensure you are 
comfortable.


There are many different styles of meditation. During this program you will use non-
denominational mindful meditation techniques that will support with the growth of your 
awareness and ability to be present. 
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The Three Intelligences  
You will be answering a list of questions each day of this program.  You will answer each of the 
questions through the Three Intelligences, which are:


1. THOUGHT       2. EMOTION       3. HEART

Throughout your journey through life, you may have experienced situations where your thinking 
mind was very clear on what needed to be done, yet for some reason, you were unable to take 
the approbate steps.  Or perhaps you were carrying out an action while at the very same time,  
you knew that your choice of action was not correct.  This is because your subconscious 
beliefs were not in alignment with your conscious understanding.  


The intention of answering 28 days worth of questions through the lens of each of the Three 
Intelligences is designed to ignite alignment within your thinking mind (thoughts and intellect), 
your feeling mind (emotion), and your knowing mind (your heart, intuition or spirit). 


For most of us, the process of thinking is merely information shuffling.  Information shuffling 
rarely creates new patterns, as it mostly contributes to, and feeds old, stagnant patterns, which 
suffocates all opportunity for  change.  For those who do the self-work, and develop awareness 
around their way of being, thinking can be a tool for personal transformation and growth.


The seat of all conflict arises from the mis-alignment within the Three Intelligences. 
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Intentionality  
Intentionality is one of our most powerful tools.  When we practice intentionality, we learn to 
communicate powerfully, and at the same time we are able to truly listen to our speaker, and 
organize our thoughts in a way in which allows us to choose which thoughts we listen to.


INTENTIONAL Listening 
One of the greatest gifts we can give ourselves (and to others), is the gift of truly listening; 
which we call Intentional Listening.  Intentional Listening does not mean simply physically 
showing up and not interrupting your speaker, while maintaining open body language and eye 
contact.  While those are all important components of Intentional Listening, to truly listen, we 
must bring an element of curiosity to our listening; an exploration of what is really being said (or 
thought about).  


To truly listen intently means to courageously step our of what we think we know and into new 
and unexplored territory.  This is an easy feat for some, and for others it takes much practice 
and dedication.  Something we can guarantee, is the power of this tool.  If you take this tool 
into all areas of your life, you will see sustainable and tangible changes occur. 


INTENTIONAL Journalling  
When you journal in this program, journal intently.  Try to use as few words as possible to get 
your point across.  Notice what words you repeat to explain certain emotions or feelings about 
situations, especially the situations that you are not quite satisfied with, or those that have a 
sense of discomfort within them.  


Fun Fact: Science has proven that we have over 60,000 thoughts per day; which calculates to 
2,500 thoughts in an hour, and approximately 42 thoughts per minute!  Even when we put our 
head to rest at the end of the night, our mind continues to think and create dreams (ie. more 
thoughts).  So when you take on your journalling assignments, take the time to really notice 
your thoughts, after all, this style of intentional journalling is a process of thought examination. 
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INTENTIONAL Communication  
As you continue through this program, start to notice how you communicate (or how you 
withhold from communicating).  A great way to examine this is within your relationships, and 
also within the Program Forum.  


Journalling is an aspect of communication.  You will begin to  examine the words you choose 
to speak (or write) in your communication with others, and yourself.   You will begin to develop 
your Communication Agility: whereby you listen intentionally to your speaker, pause, and then 
intentionally form decisive, accurate and clear words to reply, that are aligned within your three 
intelligences (thought, emotion, heart).  


Remember, at the seat of all conflict is a mis-alignment of the three intelligences.  This may 
seem confusing at first, however if confusion is present, that simply means that more inquiry is 
required (the same principle applies for resistance). 
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Authentic Love  
The word authentic means real, unmasked or unveiled.  It is raw; it does not people please, 
manipulate or act within irresponsible expression of any emotion (even joy is expressed 
responsibly and in a humble manner).  To be authentic is to be in pure potentiality within all 
three intelligences.  To us, love embodies the same meaning.  Can we love ourselves enough to 
really be who we really and truly are; rather than be who we think people want us to be?  Can 
we truly rise above dramas and situations and tap into the potentiality of authentic love? Can 
we love in such a way that it is without condition, yet with the ability to create healthy 
boundaries?  Authentic love is more than care, more than providing and doing or buying things 
for people: it is the ability to first align with your own truth and then share it with the people in 
your life.  This could come about as a heart to heart conversation - or perhaps a challenging 
conversation, or one where boundaries are put into place.


SELF Love  
Let us repeat: Can we love ourselves enough to really be who we are; rather than be who we 
think people want us to be?  Self love is the hype these days; social  media is plastered with it.  
I would question the self love promoters for the details regarding their self love practices.  It is 
one thing to talk about self love and another one to practice self love. Self love is a practice 
and as with any practice, it requires work, commitment, and perseverance.


Love FOR OTHERS 
Intentionality is one of our most powerful tools.  Within intentionality we learn to communicate 
powerfully, and at the same time we are able to truly listen to our speaker.  Once this occurs,  
relationship potentiality occurs, where a true heart to heart exchange becomes possible, and 
any lingering gaps are closed.
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The 6 Bodies 
We created The 6 Bodies Theory to move beyond the “mind, body, spirit” movement.  The 6 
Bodies covers all areas of our existence, and can be a powerful check-in tool to gain presence 
and clarity at the start or end the day or within the heat of any moment.    


For a mindful check in, check in with the 6 Bodies in order from one through six.  In the “heat 
of a moment” check in, check in with whichever body is heightened and then continue to 
check in with the rest.  For example, if you find yourself in a situation where sadness takes 
over, check in with your emotional body first.  This check in could look like:  Emotional: I feel 
sad.  Physical: I feel hot.  Mental: I feel confused… etc. etc.  


If for instance you get flooded with thoughts of something to say to someone in the heat of the 
moment, for instance an argument, the check in could look like this: Mental:  I feel flooded with 
thoughts. Physical: I feel tired etc. etc. 


Let’s recap the 6 bodies to anchor this tool:


PHYSICAL  
Physical body.


MENTAL 

Thoughts.


EMOTIONAL 
Emotions: Joy, Anger, Grief (or sadness), Contentment, Discontentment, and Fear.


ENERGETIC 
Our vibe and the ability to connect to others vibe (energy).


INTELLECTUAL 

New thoughts.  Only new.  Insights, Ah-ha moments.


SPIRITUAL 

Self defined, connection to God or a Deity, intuition or connection to universal energy.
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The 6 Human Emotions 
Something that is a surprise to most people is that ALL of the human emotions are equal.  We 
need them all to survive, and that not one is better than the other.  That’s right.  Not one is 
better than the other.  Meaning Joy is not better than Anger.   The idea with the 6 Human 
Emotions is to create balance within them, as described in the related tool of The Emotional 
Garden, which you will explore during the next few pages.  The idea is to create balance 
through awareness and responsible expression practices for each one.  Let’s go deeper  into 
each emotion. 


ANGER  
Frustration, annoyance, anger, madness, rage.


GRIEF 

Sadness, grief, depression.


JOY 
Joy, happiness, love, excitement, elation, inspiration, compassion, benevolence. 


DISCONTENTMENT 

Discontentment with one or a combination of any of the emotions, envy, jealousy, ambivalent.


CONTENTMENT  

Content, Peace, calm.


FEAR 

Fear, Worry, anxiety.
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Thought Mapping and Retraining 
When we become aware of our thoughts, we begin the path of self-mastery.  Remember, that 
modern science has proven that we have over 60,000 thoughts in a day, 2,500 thoughts in an 
hour, which calculates to approximately 42 thoughts per minute.  The process of thought 
mapping is to become aware of not only our thoughts, but how our thoughts string together.  It 
is a string of thoughts that form unhealthy and limiting patterns.  When we are able to see the 
map (how our thoughts string together) of our thoughts, we are able to consciously decide 
which thoughts are working for us, and which ones we no longer wish to listen to.  


This process takes determination and perseverance to insert a PAUSE in order to interrupt the 
reaction to certain thoughts.  At this intersection where the pause takes place, is when you 
begin to retrain your thinking mind.


The weekly worksheets of this program will focus on thought mapping and retraining.  During 
each weekly worksheet, you will work with the DISCO acronym:


D: DRAMA.  When conflict arrives.

S: SITUATION. When we try to find the quickest solution to solve the drama.


C: CHOICE. WHO we decide to be and HOW we want to show up within the drama.

O: OPPORTUNITY. This is where we can examine what the opportunities within the drama are.


The trap is to stay in the D or the S areas.  This is a very limiting cycle, which does not address 
our way of being or any opportunity whatsoever.  Staying in the D and S is Destructive and 
Sucks Energy, and you will see that the drama will continue to happen, and that the pattern will 
only grow larger and stronger.


Once we enter into the C and O, we experience resolution and insights to the situation.  This is 
when healthy boundaries can be created and resolution to the drama can occur. 
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Maintaining Your Emotional Garden 
Consider that your entire emotional body as a vast beautiful garden, and each of the 6 Human 
Emotions are represented by a different plant or shrub.  


What happens in a real garden when it is unattended to, or when one shrub receives more 
attention and care than the others? The others will become over grown or die and wither away 
and return to the ground.  


In order for the garden to maintain it's beauty, each shrub and plant must be attended to.  
Some need more water than others, some need to be pruned more often.  If one has become 
over grown, it will need some more work than the others.  


This is the same as your emotions.  
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Creating Rituals 
When we attempt to change anything - whether it is a thought pattern or balancing the 6 
bodies or human emotions, it is helpful to create rituals around the change.  A ritual is doing 
something at a certain time of year, month or even the same time everyday. An example would 
be doing a mental 6 Bodies check in every night before bed.  Or clearing the energy from your 
bedroom, home or work space one time per week with the use of sage smudging.  A ritual can 
be anything.  The idea is that your rituals keep you in the energy of intention, celebration and 
forward movement. 
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Energetic Cleansing 
Energy exists. And our thoughts and emotions hold energy.  This theory was proven by the late, 
great scientist: Dr. Masaru Emoto.  His water experiments gained much attention, specifically 
the one where he intentionally pasted words onto water and subsequently froze the water with 
the word (thought) of the emotion taped to its container.  Emoto would then study the frozen 
water crystals under a microscope.  You can many results of Emoto’s water study online, 
however we will include the below photo, courtesy of lovehaswon.org.


Notice the beauty of “love” and “thank you” and the uncomfortable or disturbing sense of “I 
hate you”.




Let’s take this a layer deeper. This material used in this study was water.  According to H.H. 
Mitchell, Journal of Biological Chemistry, up to 60% of the human adult body is water. The 
brain and heart are composed of 73% water, and the lungs are about 83% water. The skin 
contains 64% water, muscles and kidneys are 79%, and even the bones are 31% water. Ergo, 
it is safe to conclude that if we have thoughts of hate, dislike and judgment it will have a 
disturbing affect on our body.  However, if we feed our thoughts with love and gratitude, our 
cells have a chance to flourish, and maintain health.  


So because someone else’s energy can have an affect on our own, it is important to keep our 
energetic fields clear.  There are many ways to cleanse your energy, and the energy of your 
home and work space - your belief system will depict which practices you are comfortable 
with.
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Ways To Cleanse Energy 
Let’s take this a layer deeper. This material used in this study was water.  According to H.H. 
Mitchell, Journal of Biological Chemistry, up to 60% of the human adult body is water. The 
brain and heart are composed of 73% water, and the lungs are about 83% water. The skin 
contains 64% water, muscles and kidneys are 79%, and even the bones are 31% water. Ergo, 
it is safe to conclude that if we have thoughts of hate, dislike and judgment it will have a 
disturbing affect on our body.  However, if we feed our thoughts with love and gratitude, our 
cells have a chance to flourish, and maintain health.  


A Rainwater Cleanse: 
Take a walk in the rain (as long as their is no lightening!!) and let mother nature wash away  
your unwanted energies.  As you feel the rain run down your skin, imagine all of your unwanted 
energies, stress and fears rinsing away.


Smudge: 
Smudging refers to the burning of herbs in traditional shamanic and religious practices, where 
a smoldering herb releases smoke carrying the particular properties of the herb, allowing it to 
bathe and cleanse the energy with its particular correspondence. Light your smudge stick and 
pass the smoke over each part of the body, starting with the feet and up to the legs, torso, 
back, sides, arms, hands and finally the neck, face and head. Feel the smoke sweeping and 
traveling over the different parts of your body, allowing the herb’s properties to cleanse the 
Higher Self and, as it does, mentally release any negativity from your energy.


A Cleansing Bath: 
Enjoy a cleansing bath of sea salt and baking soda. This is a useful tool for purifying any 
negative energy.  You can add eucalyptus oil and lavender to calm the body, mind and spirit.  
Soak for at least ten minutes, and once out, watch as the water drains from the bathtub, 
mentally visualizing all auric nasties going down the drain with the water.


Surround Yourself With Positive Energies: 
It’s important to be aware of the people/situations that drain our energies and debilitate our 
energetic potential. Therefore, it’s integral for your wellbeing to limit your exposure to the 
situations that feed off your energy as much as possible to keep it healthy and nourished.
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Keep Your Energy Close To You: 
Remember that, as creatures coexisting, our auras cross, connect and interact—meaning that 
we pick up on others’ energies (both positive and negative). This is why it’s important to keep 
your energy close you. To do this, simply imagine it tightly surrounding you: compact and 
impenetrable. This way, your energy crosses less with others’ and makes it less vulnerable to 
outside forces.


Get Vitamin D. 
Spending time in the sun nurtures, feeds and expands our energetic body.  It can help us feel 
more calm, happier and energetic.


Energetic Visualization. 
Sit quietly, set a timer for 1-5 minutes.  Start off by taking 3 deep breaths, in through your nose 
and out through your mouth, and then allow your breath to rest at its natural state.  Visualize a 
color - any color at all, and let your breath become this color.  Start to follow the color of your 
breath through your nostrils, down your throat and into your lungs with each inhale.  With each 
exhale allow the color to expand further through the inside of body, filling up your belly, chest 
and back, and then your arms legs, hands, feet and head.  Lastly visualize the color covering 
the entire outside of your body as though you are standing under a waterfall of the color.  Let 
this color fill your body with peace, protection and nurturing.
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Feedback For Impact 
This is tool is listed last, as it takes the most courage to bring into action.  This day-in-age, we 
hear a lot about accountability and impact on others.  However, how many are truly committed 
to this practice?   To ask for and listen to feedback takes a combination of many (if not all) of 
the aforementioned tools, along with the ability to truly step outside of blame and justification.  
One must also consider who they are asking for feedback. For example, if you have someone 
in your life that you know is dishonest, or a people pleaser, they may not be the best person to 
ask, the same is true for someone you know that is unhappy with their own life or envious of a 
part of your life.  


So WHO do you ask for feedback?  That is a great question.  You want to first choose 
someone that you know within all three of your intelligences will give you honest answers.  You 
want to create questions around the specific feedback you are seeking, and then you create 
the listening: meaning you ASK them, and tell them why you are asking them (ie. I respect your 
honesty…I am seeking to further develop a more powerful / positive impact on those around 
me etc.).


It is important that you discuss this tool with your program coach before using it. This 

tool is part of your week 4 worksheet completion! 

You are now ready to dive into the creation of a new, 
powerful, abundance, successful, YOU. 
Next step: Introduce yourself in our program forum! Do your first meditation, and start your Day 
1 Journal Questions!  Remember, unlimited E support is available through halilove@me.com.
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